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n Hans Binder is biophysicist by training with background in biophysical chemistry,
optical spectroscopy and computational modelling on biomolecules and lipid
membranes. Since 2002 he ‘became’ computational biologist working in health
bioinformatics to understand molecular determinants and mechanisms of human’s
diseases under a systems perspective. His group is focusing on genomic regulation
by pursuing a holistic view on different ‘omics’ realms (genome, epigenome,
transcriptome, and also proteome and metabolome) and different levels of
organization (molecular, cellular, tissue etc.) and relations (e.g. pathways,
interaction nets). From a methodical perspective he pursues a data-driven approach
by developing and applying algorithms and methods that aim at extracting relevant
biological information from large sets of high-throughput data, e.g. collected in
large-scale patient-cohorts. Hans performs bioinformatics analyses in a series of
cancer consortia and systems biology projects on infectious diseases.
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